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Introduction

The following appendix contains GMAP-REQ-DA mechanical system drawings for a vehicle-mounted mast system along with basic wiring control schematics for a GMAP system. These mast and control system examples have been deployed on several EPA-developed GMAP systems.

General Disclaimer: The engineering and equipment descriptions contained here are illustrative and do not constitute OTM 33A method requirements. Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use. The equipment designs and software published in this method and appendices are for informational purposes only. Adoption and or modification of the EPA GMAP engineering designs, software, or protocols are the sole responsibility of the user. Deployment and safe-use of this method, engineering examples, or variations thereof is the sole responsibility of the user. No engineering or software design performance or safe use guarantees are given or implied.

1. GMAP-REQ-DA Mast Systems mechanical drawings

The following appendix contains mechanical drawings of the EPA model 2 GMAP mast system. This mast system has been deployed on several EPA-developed GMAP systems. The mast system shown here is for the configuration employing ¼ inch diameter sampling probes. Concentration measurement instruments (CMIs) that required higher sampling flow rates will generally use larger diameter tubing.
1.1 Mast system assembly drawing
1.2 Lower mount base plate
1.3 Hinge block

[Diagram of a hinge block with dimensions and annotations]

[Table of specifications for the hinge block]
1.4 Hinge plate
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1.13 Upper sight clamp
1.14 Survey key

- **AS 16**
- **SS KEY STOCK**
- **3/16 x 3/16 undersized MAJASTR PIN B2530A.117**

- **440 UNC 2B TAP**
- **THRU**
- **6 HOLE**

- **4.3 DRIILL (0.069)**
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TURN BOTH ENDS TO Ø2.850 FOR 305
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2. Control System Wiring Schematics for GMAP-REQ Systems

The following section contains control system wiring schematics examples for typical GMAP-REQ systems developed by EPA. This information is illustrative and does not constitute method requirements. Systems may utilize a subset of equipment illustrated depending on application and on communication requirements for various components.
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